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Early Michipicoten Prospectors
Stubborn and Hardy
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DARWIN MINE 1937
Donald E. Pugh
Little credit is given to the grizzled prospectors who originaIy
staked the profitable mines of Wawa’s ‘Golden Mile’. The life of
Captain Van Sickle, a sailor of the Great Lakes, illustrates the, ad
ventures of many old timers.
Rearing of the William Teddy gold strike on Mackey Point in
late 1897, Captain Van Sickle headed for Wawa from the C.P.R. at
Missanabie on *a cold blowing winter morning. Accompanied by
William Bert Blackington, later discoverer of the famous Magpie
Iron Mine and profitabl Grace Mine, the Captain purchased 300
pounds of grub, blankets and a 12 foot hand sleigh at the Missanabie
Hudson’s Bay post. After leaving Manitowik Lake, a fierce blizzard
descended, blotting the country into a white sheet. Using snowshoes
at 20 degrees below, the party built a ten foot windbreak, lit a,fire
and cut boughs for their beds. For the next three days they remained,
then set off for Hawk Lake-. On Wawa Lake, again caught by a bliz
zard, they used the opportunity to celebrate with a bottle of whiskey.
Arriving on the sandy plain where Wawa stands today, they found
only heavy timbered forest, although two log cabins had been con
structed. Stumbling finally into a rough ‘camboose’ heated hut of
a blacksmith at Mackey Point, they spent the night, then set up
camp In Blackington’s log cabin on Minto Bay.
The Cora property now Pursides had already been staked
that autumn by Tom Johnson, so Van Sickle headed further south.
The captain that winter found a number of promising leads which he
staked, one of which later became the Parkhill Mine and the pros
perous community of Goldpark.
Blackington meanwhile staked what later became the Grace
Darwin Mine, and commenced to work on that property with the
help of Julius George. Believing the mine useless, Blackington gave
the property to George to pay a small debt. To Blackington’s surprise.
the property suddenly showed good indications and was sold by
George to F. H. Clergue for $1,600. This property, developed by
Clergue between 1900 and. 1903 eventually yielded 15,191 oz. of gold.
The collapse of the Clergue enterprise in 1903 en
the Wawa
mining boom, and most miners left without a dollar. apt8.In Van
Sickle abandoned all but one claim which he continued to restake
year after. year. Finally in 1933 he interested a Cleveland firm in
purchasing the property. Following lengthy development from 1935
to 1937, this S. B. Smith mine proved worthless.
Blackington, himself, returned to prospect in the 1930’s, but.
finding nothing, died a poverty ,stricken farmer in 1937.
Such were the unfortunate fates of many of Michipicoten’s early
mineral prospectors.
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